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Details of Visit:

Author: NuthinButAGString
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Sat 24 Oct 2020 13:15
Duration of Visit: 1 Hours
Amount Paid: 120.00
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: XXX @Massagenn1
Website: http://www.massage-northampton.co.uk
Phone: 01604636440
Phone: 07565005165

The Premises:

Kettering road in Northampton. A discreet front entrance with a helpful maid and a good size
room,with a clean and tidy bed and towels.

The Lady:

Stacey has a head-turning pair of enhanced 34FF boobs,that feel incredibly natural and are very
responsive. Stacey also has long blonde hair, a gorgeous arse, stylish tattoos and a face with a
naughty glint in the eyes, making oral pleasure super raunchy.

The Story:

With having not had any sex since the first Lockdown started,I decided to pop my Lockdown cherry,
by meeting Stacey again.Entering the parlour wearing a mask, the friendly maid took my
temperature and gave me some hand gel.

Shortly after a shower, Stacey walked in looking fit as fuck in a see-through dress. Getting a nice
hug and kisses from her masked (most unique kiss I’ve had!), Stacey remembered me, and we had
catching up on what we had both been up to during lockdown. Noticing that I was looking at her big
tits, Stacey suggested a massage.

After she stripped off, Stacey massaged my chest with the perfect mix of a gentle touch, and
sensually moving her hands over my hard cock. Taking off her mask, Stacey gave me fantastic
covered oral, with Stacey’s pieced tongue darting round my cock, and the depth she sucked
it,making me horny as fuck.

In the mood for a taste of Stacey, we went into 69, where I licked her wet pussy,and got moans
from Stacey when I rimmed her arse. Wanting the licking to continue after 69,Stacey lay on the bed
as I licked her sweet pussy until it made her cum hard,Putting the mask back on,we did some
missionary,with it feeling so good after months of no sex, now being balls deep and feeling
Stacey’s huge tits.

Stacey then told me to lay down as she got on top. Stacey rode my dick with a great passion,as I
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sucked her gorgeous tits. Moving with at a remarkable rhythm and pace,I felt my balls tighten as I
spunked hard whilst Stacey rode me.One position I had given up ever climaxing from, was cowgirl,
due to never having gotten close to the edge in that position. The way Stacey had timed the way
she moved was incredible.

Left breathless by gloriously being surprised, as Stacey got off and my legs were shaking from the
powerful orgasm,I told Stacey that this is the first time I’ve experienced cowgirl to completion. With
a mischievous smile, Stacey touched my leg still shaking from the huge orgasm, and was very
proud of what she had done, in a amazing meeting.  
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